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Abstract

This paper is about developing a multi-lingual font for Pashto, Arabic, Urdu and Persian in such a way that the text for these four languages can be typed in it. Main purpose for developing fonts was to handle and remove many problems faced in earlier fonts. Fonts developed as a part of this work are ligature-based and text for all four languages (Pashto, Arabic, Urdu, and Persian) can be written in a single font. The paper is structured as follows:

- Shortcomings of existing fonts based on Arabic script and some text editors are discussed in Section-I.
- Section-II discusses the proposed solution to all those limitations. In Section-III, is about implementation of suggested solution, and Section-IV discusses features of the suggested solution. Section-V concludes the paper and Section-VI discusses future work discussed for Arabic typography.
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Introduction

During this work, some existing fonts based on Arabic script, including Pashto, Urdu, and Persian, are used in different bilingual text editors, and their limitations are pointed out. These fonts are studied thoroughly to get a clear understanding of what things are done and how.

Requirements for this new approach are defined. These requirements stated which changes are necessary to eliminate the problems identified in the initial analysis. Some of the available text editors are discussed in the following lines:

Inpage 2.40

Inpage 2.40 is a page making software for Urdu and related languages, introduced in 1994. It is a multi-lingual word processor, supports Urdu, Arabic, English, Hazaragi, Kashmiri, Pashto, Persian and Sindhi languages. Inpage works almost similar to MS-Word, provides facilities to create a document, to draw tables and to split page setting into columns. Inpage has still some problems to be faced by every user: [1] No support to use .ttf or .otf fonts for Urdu, Pashto, Arabic and Persian Text. It has its own font family (.ufm) for Arabic script [2]. Each Inpage font has a limited number of glyphs for all the letters to make a complete text in Arabic script [3]. Only required ligatures (such as lam-alef ʾā and lam-lam- ʾā ʾā (lillahi)) are added in Arabic fonts. Inpage does not have proper fonts for Pashto script [4]. Pashto fonts are designed by some font developers in such a way that Urdu letters are replaced by Pashto letters such that Urdu letter is replaced by Pashto letter + and this technique is applied for all letters. No support to install new fonts for Arabic script [5]. Although some font makers (designers) replaced the original Inpage fonts with new typefaces but it is not a legal achievement because the old typefaces have been removed due to this action [6]. For example, the Old “Trad Arabic” font has been replaced by another font. Only the type faces of the font has been changed, the name of the font is the same as old font. The samples are given below: (Figure 1).

The first line in Urdu is typed in Inpage’s original font named “Trad Arabic” while second line is modified form of the original “Trad Arabic” font and these typefaces are taken from another font “Nafees Web Naskh”. Inpage fonts have no proper setting for mark positioning in Arabic text. No ayah signs are added. The limitations for Quranic verses in Inpage are: (a) Improper Mark Positioning (b) Only one Madaa mark is added, the other one is missing (c) No ayah sign (d) All the ramooz-o-awqaf of Quranic verses are ignored, which are typed manually in Inpage or sometimes with the help of other software such as CorelDraw.

Liwal pashto system for windows

Liwal Pashto System–introduced in 2004 for Windows-98 and used widely. This system was first windows based Pashto system, which enabled users to write Pashto text in most of the word processors (e.g. Microsoft Word, Notepad, Wordpad, and CorelDraw). After a couple of years, Liwal introduced another Pashto System for Windows XP, and was appreciated a lot. The system has 22 different fonts for Pashto, Persian and Arabic text, uses windows fonts, so one can easily install new fonts and can use those fonts for their purposes. But it has still some problems: [1] a single font cannot be used for multiple languages to type text (Figure 2).

The underlined letters in Figure 2 are Pashto letters, while the text
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is typed in an Arabic font, so these letters are missing from the font because Pashto supported letters are not included. Liwal fonts are purely for Arabic, Pashto and Persian, while Urdu language is ignored [2]. If a mixed text is required to be typed, then in this situation, what has to be done? The answer is very simple; the system fails in this situation. Islamic symbols are excluded from all the fonts [3]. A separate font for these symbols is used or sometimes the initial letters of each Islamic symbol are written in brackets in front of its corresponding words such as Çàâ(I), alâî(Ø), ÇëæÈß(N)O, ĪIY(Ñ) and so on, which is not a proper representation of these symbols. Proper Unicode codes should be included for these symbols from ‘Arabic Presentation Forms-A’ such as FDF2, FDF4, FDFA, FDFB, and FDFD in a font, because these symbols are not used only in Arabic text but also in Urdu, Pashto and Persian languages. Limited number of glyphs and no use of ligatures, maximum four possible shapes for each character are included, no support for alternate shapes [3]. This situation can be handled in two ways that is, either ligatures must be used or the ‘calt’ (contextual alternates) feature must be added into the font. More simply, opentype features and opentype tables must be included into the font to behave in different situations with different results only for a single character. Figure 3 is a representation of alternate shapes of a character (Figure 3).

There must be such a system which can cover all the requirements of typing text in a language that should have a good looking typeface, must have all the possible characters in different styles and shapes, and there must be no loss of memory. Each font must have to support text in different languages of Arabic script and support for Quranic verses as well [7]. These problems can be solved by developing Unicode based fonts. Some extra ordinary features must be added to each font in order to overcome the earlier problems as possible [8].

The Proposed Approach

A possible attempt has been taken to develop such fonts that can be used for each of the discussed languages (such as Pashto, Arabic, Urdu and Persian). Hence these fonts are Unicode based and can be used in Microsoft Word.

Typesetting process of Arabic script is more complex than typesetting using Latin script. Arabic script has independent contextual rules. It is cursive and its characters are joining characters i.e. one or more character(s) may join the other(s) either from one side or from both sides (right and left) to form a complete and a meaningful word. The Arabic alphabet has much of the characters joining from both sides, right and left except for 6 characters that join only to the preceding ones. Additionally, 4 characters from Pashto (ز¡د¿, ج¿ي¿ى¿, ا), 2 characters from Urdu (ئى), and 2 characters from both Pashto and Urdu (ز¡) are also those characters that join only to the preceding ones. Arabic script has four maximum shapes for a single character. These shapes are mainly known as: stand alone (isolated), connecting previous (final), connecting following (initial) and connecting both (medial). More specifically, all the characters can be divided into two categories: Dual-joining and Right-joining. Dual-joining characters have 4 different glyphs for their representation: isolated, initial, medial, and final while right-joining characters have 2 glyphs: isolated (initial) and final (medial). Arabic alphabet has 28 character set, where seventeen characters have basic forms and eleven characters are variations by adding dots above or below to the basic characters. This procedure of adding dots is applied the basic characters to make new characters for extended Arabic such as Persian, Pashto, Urdu and Sindhi. Arabic script also uses diacritical marks (aarab) above or below the character. Figure 4 shows two categories of Arabic character set and dot concept as well (Figure 4).

Spacing is another issue in Arabic script as it is different in Latin because the script is cursively joined. Kashida feature is used to handle extra space. Kashida is a horizontal stroke which behaves like a single character and has a separate key on the keyboard. Spacing in Arabic is different from how we know it in Latin because the script is joined. As such, users cannot “space out” a word or a paragraph. Extra space is controlled by the kashida, a horizontal stroke that has a dedicated key on keyboard. This character has its specific placement rules according to the rules of calligraphy [9].

Arabic script is rich in ligatures, and ligatures are of two types: (1) mandatory (required ligatures), which are all times needed and (2) optional (standard) which exist only for aesthetic reasons (legibility or justification). Ligatures enhance font’s capabilities and take the typesetting towards more realistic view. One single word can be represented in different styles using ligatures. Figure 5 shows importance of ligatures in a Arabic script: (Figure 5).

There must be different shapes that a letter can take according to its neighboring letters. Opentype feature ‘calt’ (contextual alternatives) is used to add some calligraphic touch to a digital font. For example; in Figure 6, the initial form of Beh can take three alternate shapes according to its left neighboring letter: (Figure 6).

Kashida is a connection between Arabic letters and it is not a separate character but a stretch of the previous letter; used for various purposes: emphasis, legibility, aesthetic and justification. Kashida
The developed font is a multi-font (Arabic, Pashto, Persian and Urdu) such that fully completed text in all aspects can be written in all these four languages with a single font. Figure 8 shows the overall functionalities for each of the language (Figure 8).

Overall functionalities of the multi-font has all features of Arabic script and its related languages. The dotted line shows that language other than Arabic uses Arabic letters such that it is an extended form of Arabic script. More specifically, for all the languages opentype features added in the font for its corresponding text [10].

Implementation

Pashto, Urdu and Persian use Arabic letters and some of the letters of Persian alphabets are used by Urdu language, so just these two languages (Pashto and Urdu) are discussed here [11-13].

Pashto alphabet is a modified form of the Persian alphabet, which is basically derived from Arabic alphabet. It has extra letters for Pashto-specific sounds. Pashto alphabet consists of 45 letters, and 4 diacritic marks. Figure 9 shows a sample of Pashto text is given in nasar form (Figure 9).

Urdu is written right-to-left in an extension of the Persian alphabet, which is itself an extension of the Arabic alphabet. Perso-Arabic script has been extended for Urdu with additional letters ُّ and َّ. Two letters ّ and َّ have added dimensions in use, in order to make the language suitable for the people of South Asia (mainly Pakistan).

Developing and generating fonts for Arabic script languages is more complex than Latin script. Unicode presents four character code charts for the Arabic Script, but none of the four can be used separately. The four encoding charts are:

1. ‘Arabic’ contains only the isolated letterforms of the basic and extended Arabic.
2. ‘Arabic Supplement’ contains the extended Arabic letters needed for African languages that use the Arabic script.
3. ‘Arabic Presentation Forms A’ contains the extended Arabic letters and all the Arabic ligatures or mergers.
4. ‘Arabic Presentation Forms B’ contains all the basic Arabic character set in isolated, initial, medial and final forms.

An Arabic font that only needs to support Arabic language; ‘Arabic’ and ‘Arabic Presentation Forms B’ are needed. If a font needs
to support other Asian languages that use Arabic script (such as Pashto, Persian and Urdu); 'Arabic', 'Arabic Presentation Forms A' and 'Arabic Presentation Forms B' are needed.

**Developing OTF**

To encode complex script features in fonts, choose character sets, organize font information, and use existing tools to produce Arabic fonts. Registered features of the Arabic script are defined and illustrated, encodings are listed, and templates are included for compiling Arabic layout tables for OpenType fonts.

In addition to being a primer and specification for the creation and support of Arabic fonts, this document is intended to more broadly illustrate the OpenType Layout architecture, feature schemes, and operating system support for shaping and positioning text [14].

**Shaping engine**: The Uniscribe Arabic shaping engine processes text in stages. The stages are: (a) Analyzing the characters for contextual shape, (b) Shaping (substituting) glyphs with OTLS (OpenType Library Services) and (c) Positioning glyphs with OTLS. Uniscribe next applies features concerned with positioning, calling functions of OTLS (opentype library services) to position glyphs [15,16].

**Handling invalid combining marks**: Combining marks and signs that appear in text not in conjunction with a valid consonant base are considered invalid. This section describes how to handle invalid combination of combining marks to reduce the number of mistakes during typing text. Uniscribe displays these marks using the fallback rendering mechanism e.g. positioned on a dotted circle.

An Arabic OTL font should contain a glyph for the dotted circle (U+25CC) for the fallback mechanism to work properly. If this glyph is missing, the font, a white box as an invalid sign will be displayed on the missing glyph shape.

If an invalid combination is found, like two fathas (۲۰) on the same base character (for exampleه), the diacritic that causes the invalid state is placed on a dotted circle (۲۰۰) to indicate the invalid combination.

The shaping engine for non-OpenType fonts will cause invalid mark combinations to overstrike. This is the problem that inserting the dotted circle for the invalid base solves. It should also be noted that the dotted circle is not inserted into the application’s backing store. This is a run-time insertion into the glyph array that is returned from the Script Shape function.

The invalid diacritic logic for Arabic is based on the classes listed in page 6.3-1 must not be ignored. The table for handling invalid combining marks is shown in next page [12].

**Features**

The features listed below have been defined to create the basic forms for the languages that are supported on Arabic systems. Regardless of the model an application chooses for supporting layout of complex scripts, Uniscribe requires a fixed order for executing features within a run of text to consistently obtain the proper basic form. This is achieved by calling features one-by-one in the standard order listed below.

The order of lookup within each feature is also very important.

Following the OpenType specification, lookup sequence defines in lookup array to control the order of a text processing client uses to apply lookup data to glyph substitution and positioning operations. The order of lookup within the feature tag is critical for desired processing.

Figure 10 shows a brief comparison of existing and modified font. This font has been taken form Liwal Pashto system (Pashto Kror), which is modified during this work along with other fonts. The font was designed for Pashto purpose only. In this work, features of Arabic, Persian and Urdu are also added. Ligatures, character composition/ decomposition, mark positioning, contextual alternates, cursive positioning, kerning and other opentype features are implemented. Circles around characters in Figure 10 show some of those features (Figure 10).

**What’s Better?**

After studying and using existing fonts and other systems for Arabic script and its related languages (such that Pashto, Persian and Urdu), it seems to be very clear that existing fonts have some critical issues about Arabic typography. Some other problems has been faced related to these languages. Some of the fonts have undefined extensions and while others are limited according to their functionalities. New fonts were developed for these languages but still some features have been ignored. My personal experience in graphics designing and typing mostly in Pashto, Urdu, Persian and Arabic was very beneficial for me to work with existing fonts, to draw its limitations and to suggest another system which solves those problems and proposed a complete font in all aspects. This work is not just about the font development (tricks and tactics) but it is about an idea, the idea which means “all in one”. The idea is that there must be such a system (fonts) which can completely solve issues for Arabic script and its related languages.

The idea is not only to type text in Arabic script or in other language uses Arabic script; this is about how to work with a single font in all these four languages. More specifically, the proposed font should have
all opentype features in order to use a computer system in an easy way to type calligraphic text in right to left languages [11].

Possible efforts have been taken to develop such a font that must be appreciated and user must take advantage of it. For each supported script, a set of rules is provided for detailing the default shaping behavior. Each font optionally provides alternate shaping behavior to be used for specific languages within different contexts.

Conclusion

Many aspects of the font making for Pashto, Urdu, Arabic, and Persian script have discussed in detail. Main focus of this work is to remove previous problems and to develop such fonts that are all in one.

A number of problems were faced during this work but at the end all the problems are successfully faced and all the goals are achieved in a proper way. A possible calligraphic touch has been given to all fonts developed during this work.

Some of the problems were mainly in the connections of characters with ligatures. In first glance thinking about all possible ligatures and then coding those ligatures was a tough task. The Ayah symbols and its proper positioning in font setting was another difficult task. Its coding was made for so many times and each time coding has been started and progressed to the goal. Similarly, Ramooz-o-Awqaf setting was also problematic task, but at the end, the goal of the project has been achieved.

Future Work

Stretching is a typographic effect used with Arabic writing systems to elongate characters. Stretching is preferred for inserting extra inter-word spacing to achieve left (end-of-the-line) justification. Figure 11 shows an example of Arabic calligraphy. This stretching is called “kashida” in Arabic, Persian, Pashto and Urdu as well, which means “to stretch” in Arabic script, there are two kinds of stretching.

1. Stretching of the connection to the last connecting-before letter in a line or words.

2. Stretching of the last stretchable letter in a line or words (Figure 11).

In Figure 11, the pronounced stretching at the (left) end of line 2 is of a letter, the connecting-before nun, while those near the middles of lines 3 and 4 are of connections [1].

Stretching feature is not added to the developed fonts due to limited time but the idea indicates to future researchers that what should be done afterwards in the field of typeface designing.
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Figure 11: Sample of Arabic Calligraphic Writing.